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1. Introduction 

 

Multilevel converters are widely used in various high power applications [1][2]. 

Recently, they have been introduced for further voltage/power range fields as renewable 

energy production systems [3][4] thanks to its inherent advantages (reduced output voltage 

harmonics, low voltage stress on power switches, low dv/dt ratings..). Many multilevel 

topologies were proposed in literature during last decades [5]. NPC (Neutral Point 

Clamped) converters[6] and FC (Flying Capacitor) converters[7] and are the most used one. 

In last decades, new topologies based on these converters were investigated such as mixed-

level hybrid multilevel cell [9] and asymmetric hybrid multilevel cells [10]. In [11] a hybrid 

4-legs 3-levels converter is proposed. It consists on the insertion of a FC-based leg to a 

classical NPC converter in order to achieve an active neutral point voltage regulation. In 

case of the lost of one NPC leg; this added leg acts as a redundant leg to ensure operation 

continuity. However, consequences of FC leg output voltage ripples caused by IGBT’s 

dead-times are not discussed. In this paper, we focus on the control of the fourth leg. Also, 

we propose a new method to connect NPC converter to the FC leg in order to improve the 

flying capacitor voltage balance and to guarantee a constant neutral point voltage. 

Simulation results of the hybrid converter-based induction machine drive controlled with 

scalar then flux oriented control (FOC) strategies show the effectiveness of the proposed 
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topology. Finally, we present and discuss experimental tests carried out with a hybrid 3-

level NPC-FC 600V/25A converter feeding a scalar controlled induction machine drive. 

 

 

 

2. Proposed Hybrid FC-NPC Converter Topology 

 

Fig.1. shows the proposed hybrid converter: it consists on a classical 3-levels 3-phases 

NPC (Neutral Point Clamped) converter connected to a 3-levels 1-phase FC (flying 

Capacitor) converter via a LC filter. This topology is then a connection of two power 

converters: a DC/DC converter (FC leg) and an AC/DC converter (NPC legs).  In our study, 

we focus on three main axes: 1) the use of this hybrid converter as a machine drive, 2) the 

strategy controls (with open loop and close loop) of the machine fed by hybrid converter, 

and 3) test results of the proposed controls on a designed hybrid converter supplying an 

induction machine. 

With an appropriate control (II.1.), the main role of the FC leg is generating an active 

neutral point on which NPC legs clamps. In fact, it replaces the classical capacitive DC bus. 

The first advantage of this leg is then solving the low frequency problem of the classical 

passive neutral point voltage and removing the need of additional regulation of this voltage. 

Also, substituting of bulky electrolytic capacitors by lower-size capa-film ones offers, on 

one hand a considerable volume reduction; and on another hand, safer operation since capa-

films capacitances (µF) are significantly lower than bulky electrolytic capacitors ones (mF), 

which leads to an important stored energy reduction. Moreover, active neutral point allows 

low frequency operation as for machine start up cases, and even a multilevel DC/DC 

chopper can be realised by interlacing the NPC legs. 

 

 

Fig.1.Proposed strategy control for the multilevel hybrid NPC-FC based- induction 

machine drive (principle) 
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For the LC filter and for practical consideration, introducing dead-time on FC switches 

control leads to an unbalance of the FC output voltage VFC. A low-size high-frequency LC 

filter is then included, as shown in Fig.1. This filter is two-fold[12]. On one hand, from 

NPC mid-point to FC, only the NPC mid-point low-frequency current at three times the 

modulation frequency was allowed to flow through the Lfilter(in AC mode). In the case of 

identical (or an integer multiple/sub-multiple) switching frequencies of both the NPC and 

the FC legs, inductor Lfilter decouples the two topologies and then improves the Flying 

Capacitor balance. The low current frequency components are filtered by the existing NPC 

legs high frequency decoupling capacitors. On a second hand, from FC to NPC mid-point, 

this filter acts on the residual pulse-width voltage at the FC output voltage. 

 

 

Fig.2.Flying capacitor voltage variation according to FC leg output current IFC and control 

signals C1 and C2 
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Fig.3.Simulation results of the FC leg control  with E=540V, Fsw_NPC=Fsw_FC=20kHz; dead-

time=1µs, : a) Flying capacitor voltage Vcap, b) FC leg output voltage VFC(red) and VNPC 

(blue), c) NPC converter input current  INPC (red) and output current IFC (blue) 

 

3. Proposed Induction machine Drive Controls 

 

Controlling this converter when used as an induction machine drive needs two separated 

control loops. The first one is to ensure a balanced neutral point voltage, while the second 

one is to control the machine. 

  
3.1. NPC neutral point control with the FC Converter part 

One of NPC converters issues that is the subject of several researches is the neutral point 

balance [14]-[16]. In fact, transient states like machine start-up leads to the lost of the 

neutral point. This issue is solved by the add of the FC leg. Moreover, sensing DC bus 

voltage E makes neutral point voltage control possible even when E changes.FC leg, which 

acts as a DC/DC converter with a constant duty cycle equal to 50%, is controlled to 

generate an output voltage equal to E/2. The flying capacitor voltage Vcapdepends on the FC 

output current and the control signals C1 and C2, as illustrated in Fig.2. In [13]a zero 

current switching control was proposedfor the FC leg regulation to have a constant FC leg 

switching frequency and minimize its switching losses. The inconvenient of this strategy is 

the relatively long transient time.A hysteresis strategy can be used for flying capacitor 

voltage regulation. However, hysteresis regulation leads the FC leg to switch at an 

uncontrolled frequency. 
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Fig.4. FC leg control with DC bus variation: a) Flying capacitor voltage Vcap, b) FC leg 

output voltage VFC and NPC converter input voltage VNPC 

 

In this paper, this problem was solved by applying a hysteresis based regulation only 

when Vcapis outside of a hysteresis band and forcing the FC leg IGBTs to switch at a 

constant switching frequency with 50% ratio when Vcapis within the hysteresis band, as 

shown in Fig.3. When Vcap is out of the hysteresis band, IFC oscillates at low frequency 

correspondent to the filter cut-off frequency.The 40 kHz (correspondent to the double of the 

FC leg switching frequency) ±E/2 pulses of the filter input voltage (VFC) are filtered, and 

we obtain a balanced output voltage VNPC equal to E/2, with a low frequency component 

equal to 3 times the modulation frequency. Vcap takes 2.5ms to reach the hysteresis band. 

VNPC overshoot is less than 5%. 

Fig.4. gives the simulation result of the FC leg control with DC bus variation: E 

decreases from 540V to 400V at t=0.01s. Vcap and VNPC steel equal to E/2, after a 1ms 

transient period.  

 

 

3.2. Induction Machine control with the NPC Converter part 

 

The induction machine operation is controlled by the three 3-levels NPC legs. In this 

paper we propose two control methods that can be applied with the hybrid power converter: 

Scalar Control and Flux Oriented Control. The first offers simple implementation and good 

performances at steady operation and the second strategy has high performances for all 

operation conditions including transient modes. 

 

3.2.1. Scalar control 

 

The scalar control strategy consists on controlling the machine mechanical speed by 

maintaining a constant stator flux equal to its nominal value [17]. This is done by ensuring 

a constant ratio between statoric pulsation  and statoric voltage amplitude . In fact, 

Park equation, during steady state and after neglecting flux variation and ohmic voltage 

drop, is: 

 (1) 

 (2) 

Where  is the statroic flux,  is the the starotic pulsation, and Fs is the statoric voltage 

frequency. This means that a decrease of Fs with a constant statoric voltage  leads to a 
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frequency variation must be done with a proportional voltage amplitude one. value is 

determined from the nominal values of the statoric voltage amplitude and frequency as 

shown in equation (3). 

 (3) 

Fig.5. shows the scalar control diagram. A phase disposition PWM[18]is applied to 

generate the control signals.It is to note that this strategy is applicable for speed reference 

values less than nominal speed one.This scalar control is simulated on a 1.5kW induction 

machine; with DC bus E=540V. Load torque TLis taken proportional to the square of the 

machine speed value as shown in equation (4). 

 (4) 

wherek is fixed to have a nominal value of the machine torque Tem for a nominal value of 

the machine speed as shown in equation (5). 

 

 

Fg.5.Scalar control diagram 

 (5) 

 Fig.6and Fig.7gives the simulation results of the scalar control. Statoric currents and 

voltages, converter input voltage VNPC and flying capacitor voltage Vcap are shown in Fig.6. 

Currents are equilibrated with small THD. Low frequency ripple of the neutral point 

voltage is visible on statoric voltages. Since the machine is fed by a 3-level converter, 

phase-to-zero voltages has 3 levels (0, E/2 and E), while phase-to-phase voltage has 5 

levels (0, ±E/2 and ±E). VNPC voltage is equal to the half of DC bus with a low-frequency 

component equal to the statoric frequency (50Hz). It has 11 % overshoot during transient 

period. This over 

shoot is divided by half during steady state.  

This overshoot has no influence on the machine mechanical parameters (Fig.7.). In this 

figure, simulation results with two statoric frequency references are shown: 

Fs_ref1=Fs_nom=50Hz, and F s_ref2=25Hz. All mechanical parameters are proportional to 

statoric frequency: When Fs_ref=Fs_nom, they are equal to their nominal values. When 

Fs_ref=25Hz, Tem value is divided by 4 (since TL is proportional to the square of the speed) 

and the others variables are divided by half. During steady state, speed is constant. 
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According to the machine mechanical equation (equation (6)), and since the friction torque 

TF is negligible when compared to TL, TL is equal to Tem. 

 (6) 

Contrarily to the case of a closed loop regulation, speed response time is proportional to 

Fs_ref  

Equations (7)-(9) gives statoric machine flux estimation - -

component of statoric currents and voltages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Scalar control: electrical variables: a) Phase-to-zero voltage VA0, b) Phase-to-phase 

voltage VAB, c) Statoric currents, d) NPC converter input voltage VNPC and Flying Capacitor 

voltage Vcap 
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Fig.7. Scalar control with Fref=50Hz  and Fref=25Hz:  a) Speed, b) Machine Torque Tem c) 

Load Torque TL, d) Estimated flux 

 (7) 

 (8) 

 (9) 

Where: 

 (10) 

 (11) 

 (12) 

 (13) 

where Ti are the control signals of NPC legs (cf Fig.1). 
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Statoric flux is constant during steady state and equal to 0.7Web in both cases. 

One can conclude that the scalar control can be applied to an induction machine fed by 

the considered hybrid 4-legs inverter regardless of the reference frequency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8. Scalar control applied to an induction machine fed by classic 3-levels NPC 

converter: a) VNPCand E/2, b) Statoric currents, c) Speed, d)Tem 

 

To prove the efficiency of the added fourth leg, the scalar control is simulated with a 

classical 3 level NPC converter (without the FC leg) with feeding the same machine with 

Fs_ref = Fs_nom/2=25Hz. Fig.8 shows that VNPC overshoot is greater than 20%, and statoric 

currents are unbalanced. Consequently, speed and Tem oscillates during steady state which 

can damage the machine rotor .So, without FC leg, an additional regulation loop of the 

neutral point is mandatory. 

 

3.2.2.Flux Oriented Control strategy 

 

Rotoric Flux Oriented Control is a strategy control which overcomes the drawbacks of 

the scalar strategy. Indeed, it allows the control of electrical and mechanical variables 

during both transient and steady states. In addition, it has better frequency variation range 

than the scalar control one. There are different types of rotor flux oriented control [19]-[21]. 

In our case, we focus on indirect strategy with speed sensor (IRFOC). 

From equation (14), the electromagnetic torque and rotoric flux are coupled which 

complicates the control of the induction machine.  

 (14) 

To make this expression similar to a DC machine one where flux regulation and torque 

control are naturally decoupled, it is necessary to have  

the rotoric flux is oriented according to the d_axis. Orienting the rotoric flux allows 

independent control of flux and torque; flux is then imposed by Isd regulation, and torque is 

imposed by Isq regulation.  
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Fig.9 gives the diagram of the FOC strategy of the induction machine fed by the hybrid 

converter. PI_speed regulator is calculated from the machine mechanical equation 

(equation.6), while PI_current regulator is calculated from the machine electrical equation 

shown in equation (15).  

 (15) 

 

 

Fig.9. FOC strategy diagram 

 

An anti-wind-up was introduced with all PI regulators. The upper limit of the output of 

PI_speed is Tem_max=20N.m and the lower limit is Tem_min=0N.m, while limits of PI_current 

outputs are . 

Three-level space vector modulation (SVM)was used to generate the control signals for the 

NPC legs.  

Fig.10 and Fig.11 give the simulation results of FOC strategy applied to the 1.5kW 

induction machine used in scalar control simulation; with DC bus E=540V. Two speed 

reference ramps are applied: from 0 to Speed_nomatt1=1ms and from Speed_nom to 

Speed_nom/2 and at t2=0.35s. 
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Fig.10. FOC strategy: measured parameters (red) reference parameters (blue): a) Speed, 

b) Tem, c) Isq, d) Estimated flux 

 

1=36ms which is the time constant of the speed 

regulation closed loop (PI_speed+mechanical transfer function) (Fig.10). During this transient 

state, and before reaching reference value, in the first case, the speed increasing leads to the 

saturation of Tem: Tem_ref=Tem_max,while in the second case the speed decreasing leads to 

the decrease of Tem: Tem_ref=Tem_min 2=3ms to reach 

Isq_refwhich is the time constant of the current regulation closed loop (PI_current +electrical 

transfer function).  

Speed and Isq static error and overshoot are very low (<1%). With these regulation 

performances, one can conclude that PI regulators are well sizing. Note that speed variation 

does not affect the flux value 

 

In Fig.11, electrical variables are shown. When Speed=Speed_nom, VAO has 3 levels and 

VAB has 5 levels. However Speed=Speed_nom/2, and as reference voltage is reduced 

(modulation depth is less than 0.5) VAO has only two levels and VAB has 3 levels, which is a 

characteristic of the adopted SVM. Statoric currents are balanced during steady states. VNPC 

ripple is negligible in both cases. 
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Fig.11. FOC strategy: electrical variables: a) Phase-to-zero voltage VA0, b) Phase-to-

phase voltage VAB, c) Statoric currents, d) VNPC and Vcap 

 

 

4. Experimental Results 

 

The experimental model of the proposed topology converter is shown in Fig.12. The 

developed 15 -level IGBT modules 

-06D modules for the commutation cells of the FC leg. A 

control converter loop was included in the digital control segment with two additional 

functions: over current protection and voltage leg fault detection through the comparison of 

the control signal applied to the output voltage 

Fig.13. shows validation of induction machine fed by the proposed hybrid 4-legs 

inverter. With the DAC output of the DSP, we visualize speed and s.Speed is 

equal to speed reference (Fig.13.e). Frequency of sis equal to 50Hz which is the 

correspondent value of the nominal speed. Zero to phase voltages (Fig.13.a) and phase to 

phase voltages (Fig.13.b) and VNPC voltage (Fig.13.d) confirms the efficiency of the 

connection between FC leg and three NPC legs when the converter is feeding the induction 

machine. The low-frequency ripple of VNPC voltage has no effect on statoric currents 

(Fig.13.c).Electrical variables (statoric currents and voltages) and mechanical variable 
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(speed) shows the performances of the hybrid converter when controlled with FOC 

strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.12. Experimental hybrid 3-phase / 3-level NPC-FC inverter set-up  600V/30A-

20kHz 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

A and hybrid 4-legs 3-level inverter is studied in this paper. It consists of 3 NPC legs 

connected to a fourth FC one. Thanks to this FC leg, an active neutral point voltage 

regulation is ensured. Also, conventional high-capacitance electrochemical capacitors are 

replaced by simple polypropylene film-capacitors, which are more compact, less expensive 

and dangerous in short-circuit case. On one hand, introducing dead-times of the FC leg 

switches leads to an unbalance neutral point. On another hand, NPC midpoint current 

affects the flying capacitor voltage. With this in mind, a well designed LC filter is included 

 is 

validated through experimental results of an induction machine fed by 3-phase hybrid 

600V/30A laboratory test. 
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Fig.13. Experimental results: Induction machine fed by Hybrid 4-legs converter validation 

at 400V/5A load, 20kHz, dead time = 1µs: a) Converter output voltages, b) Phase-to-phase 

voltages, c) Converter output currents, d) NPC legs input  voltage VNPC, e) Machine speed 

s  

 

 

6. Appendix 

 

Machine parameters: 

Nominal Power: 1.5 (kW) 

Nominal Speed Speed_nom: 1400 (rpm) 

Maximal Speed Speed_max: 3000 (rpm) 
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Poles pair number p: 2 

Statoric Voltages Vs  

Statoric cuurents Is  

FréquencyFs: 50 (Hz) 

 

Statoric Resistor Rs  

Rotoric Resistor Rr: 2.48  

Mutual inductor Msr: 0.4287 (H) 

Statoric inductor Ls: 0.4319 (H) 

Rotoric inductor Lr: 0.4678 (H) 

Moment of inertia J: 5.33.10  (kg ·  m
2
) 

Friction coefficient F:3.48.10  (kg ·  m
2
/s) 
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